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Introduction and Methodology  

This research was conducted to assess the digital security posture among 
independent media organizations in Lebanon. It is significant for media 
organizations in Lebanon to maintain a good standard of digital security, especially 
in an era when press freedom is increasingly under attack.

Media organizations, along with individual journalists, are constantly urged to 
protect their communications and the information they gather. However, media 
organizations tend to neglect digital security practices in favor of expediency. 

With media production moving faster toward total digitalization, digital security 
concerns will keep targeting these organizations and the personnel they hire.

Although journalists working within media outlets do occasionally receive digital 
security training, it is often tailored for individuals not organizations. In order to 
ensure that basic security measures are applied, said security measures should 
be institutionalized and governed by organizational policies.

Should digital security remain neglected by outlets, there could be severe 
consequences on multiple levels: financial, reputational, and even physical 
repercussions. 

Usually, cybersecurity incidents are accompanied by financial loss due to data 
compromise, damage, or even website downtime (losing advertisement). These 
losses are typically a burden on the outlet. Furthermore, a security incident, such 
as a social media account being hijacked, could lead to reputational damage 
either for the individual or the media organization due to extortion/blackmail. 
Additionally, in case of investigative journalism, if the identity of a whistleblower or 
confidential source was revealed, it could lead to physical danger (or even death).

The aim of this research is to examine the digital security posture of independent 
media organizations in Lebanon in order to increase their digital resilience. This 
study identified the existing digital security practices and policies through a 
standard survey.

To identify patterns and make generalizations, a unified survey was sent to all the 
participating organizations in this study. The survey had 13 questions, 10 of which 
were pertaining to the current implementation of digital security safeguards. 
Note that a digital security safeguard is a term used to identify a certain security 
measure taken to protect information systems, which could be a technical solution 
or a policy.
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An inherent limitation within this research is the number of safeguards that were 
examined. A 10-question survey will not be able to provide an accurate assessment 
for the entire digital security posture of an organization, which requires a more 
rigorous process. Furthermore, it is highly likely that the individuals who filled in 
the survey are executives with varying degrees of technical background; thus they 
might not be particularly well versed on the subject.

The total number of technical questions was limited to 10. For that, the researchers 
needed to identify 10 safeguards that can describe the basic digital security 
measures that any organization should take. Moreover, knowing that the studied 
media organizations are small-to-medium sized, relevant security measure 
standards were explored. As such, two cybersecurity documentations were 
referred to:

1 
Canadian Centre for Cyber Security 

Baseline Cyber Security Controls for 
Small and Medium Organizations 

2
UK National Cyber Security Centre

Small Business Guide: Cyber Security

As for scoring, each safeguard question had multiple choice answers and each 
choice was weighed differently with a range from 0 to 5. The organization needed 
to fill in the survey by answering the questions based on their implementation 
level/phase of each safeguard. In case the organization was fully implementing 
the safeguard or an existing policy, then the score for such an answer is 5 points. 
Meanwhile, if the organization was partially implementing the safeguard; the 
weighted choice score will be lowered (1-4). However, the organization might 
have never implemented or have not been aware of such safeguard in which case 
the score will be zero. All in all, the total range of score is between 0 (lowest) and 
50 (highest) points.
 
The Samir Kassir Foundation (SKF) team identified 20 media organizations, 
including all its partners from independent media organizations, to offer them 
digital safety training and support given the constantly growing risks which 
they face. SKF conducted a preliminary assessment survey to better target and 
personalize the support. The survey was conducted via an online Google form, 
where all participants responded within one week. Fifteen media outlets out of 20 
contacted by SKF responded to the survey.1

1- Check Appendix 1 to examine the survey.

https://cyber.gc.ca/en/guidance/baseline-cyber-security-controls-small-and-medium-organizations
https://cyber.gc.ca/en/guidance/baseline-cyber-security-controls-small-and-medium-organizations
https://cyber.gc.ca/en/guidance/baseline-cyber-security-controls-small-and-medium-organizations
https://cyber.gc.ca/en/guidance/baseline-cyber-security-controls-small-and-medium-organizations
https://cyber.gc.ca/en/guidance/baseline-cyber-security-controls-small-and-medium-organizations
https://cyber.gc.ca/en/guidance/baseline-cyber-security-controls-small-and-medium-organizations
https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/collection/small-business-guide
https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/collection/small-business-guide
https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/collection/small-business-guide
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After the survey was filled by 15 organizations, the data was analyzed and each 
organization was provided an individualized report card with a tailored mitigation 
plan. Each report card had the organization’s score, which ranged from 0 to 50 
points.  

The score was framed in a risk reduction mindset. The organizations were 
informed that the full implementation of the 10 examined safeguards will only 
reduce the risks associated with them, yet will not totally eliminate risks. As 
mentioned earlier, implementing 10 safeguards will not achieve the basic cyber 
hygiene, but it will enhance the digital security posture of the organization.

In order to create some sense of urgency, a visual risk scale was developed. The 
risk scale is only relevant to the 10 safeguards discussed in the survey, with the 
assumption that the more safeguards fully implemented by the organization, 
the lower the associated risks are. A full score of 50/50 does not mean that the 
organization is fully secure. It is by no means the intent of this assessment to 
provide the organization with a false sense of security. The risk scale is a mere 
visual presentation that has direct correlation with associated risks of the indicated 
safeguards.

Risk Index Score Range

VERY LOW 41 50
LOW 31 40
MODERATE 21 30
HIGH 11 20
VERY HIGH 0 10

Risk Scale – Example 

      very high                             high                         moderate                          low              very low  

 

13

0 10 20 30 40 50
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Digital Threats Landscape in Lebanon

In the survey, the organizations were also asked about the parties that might 
pose the highest risks to their systems. As shown in the column chart above, 
both state (including security agencies) and non-state actors are perceived as the 
main threat actors towards the media organizations. Furthermore, surprisingly, 
the participating organizations assumed that religious groups might be an active 
threat actor, along with cybercriminals. 

Who are the active threat actors in Lebanon?

To understand who the active threat actors in Lebanon are, in this research, we have 
examined reported cybersecurity incidents that have targeted Lebanese entities 
or been initiated by Lebanese threat actor groups. We have only looked at incidents 
within the past five years, since 2018. We were able to identify 15 incidents, a 
number that could be an underestimation due to the lack of cybersecurity incident 
reporting and documentation.
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Before diving into the threat incidents, it is important to understand the state 
of cybersecurity across the Lebanese infrastructure. According to the Lebanon 
Cybersecurity Empowering Research Team’s (Lebanon CERT) fourth attack surface 
analysis report, “761 systems are vulnerable affecting the majority of Lebanon’s 
sectors with Consumer Discretionary, followed by Industrials and Health Care 
being the most impacted sectors.” Furthermore, the report noted that more than 
50% of the vulnerabilities discovered in a previous report are still unresolved. This 
means that organizations in Lebanon, across all sectors, did not invest enough 
resources into cybersecurity defenses.

In the below sections, we will examine active threat actors that have targeted 
Lebanese entities and residents.
 

Lebanon affiliated groups

First, we will look into threat actors that are based in Lebanon. The most known 
actor is Dark Caracal, which was directly linked to the Lebanese General Security 
Directorate. According to a report published by the Electronic Frontier Foundation 
(EFF) and mobile security company Lookout, since 2012, Dark Caracal has run 
a global espionage campaign, targeting devices belonging to military personnel, 
enterprises, medical professionals, activists, journalists, lawyers, and educational 
institutions. The operation captured all ranges of data including documents, call 
records, audio recordings, secure messaging client content, contact information, 
text messages, photos, and account data. 

Another Lebanon-based, known and active threat actor, is Lebanese Cedar APT 
(aka Volatile Cedar) which has been active for more than eight years. Most recently, 
in January 2021, a report indicated that Lebanese Cedar has compromised the 
systems of several telecommunication providers in Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Jordan, 
the United Arab Emirates, and Palestine.

Palestine affiliated groups

We have identified two Palestine affiliated groups that have been recently active 
in Lebanon, both Molerats and the Palestinian Preventive Security Service (PSS). 

Molerats, aka Gaza Hackers Team, is a threat actor that has been active since 
2012. According to a 2020 report published by Cisco Talos, Molerats have targeted 
systems based in Lebanon and other countries by a malware known as JhoneRat.

Another Palestine affiliated actor is one that is linked to the Preventive Security 
Service, the Palestinian Authority’s internal intelligence organization. According 
to a report published by Meta (Facebook), the company had shut down a network 
for the PSS that was targeting several individuals residing in Lebanon, using 
social engineering.  

https://lebanoncert.org/en/blog/vulnerabilities_study
https://lebanoncert.org/en/blog/vulnerabilities_study
https://lebanoncert.org/en/blog/vulnerabilities_study
https://malpedia.caad.fkie.fraunhofer.de/actor/dark_caracal
https://info.lookout.com/rs/051-ESQ-475/images/Lookout_Dark-Caracal_srr_20180118_us_v.1.0.pdf
https://malpedia.caad.fkie.fraunhofer.de/actor/volatile_cedar
https://www.clearskysec.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/Lebanese-Cedar-APT.pdf%20on%20the%20word%20report
https://malpedia.caad.fkie.fraunhofer.de/actor/molerats
https://blog.talosintelligence.com/2020/01/jhonerat.html
https://about.fb.com/news/2021/04/taking-action-against-hackers-in-palestine/
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Israel affiliated groups

The usage of NSO’s lethal spyware, Pegasus, on Lebanese residents was 
documented in many occurrences. Most recently, Human Rights Watch’s MENA 
Director Lama Fakih, was targeted numerous times. Also, several journalists were 
targeted like New York Times’ Ben Hubbard and Al-Akhbar’s Radwan Mortada. 
Furthermore, based on Daraj’s reporting on the Pegasus Project, around 300 
Lebanese phone numbers were identified as potential Pegasus targets.

In November 2021, the antivirus company ESET published a report detailing 
attacks performed by Candiru. Candiru is an Israeli spyware company, along 
with NSO, which was recently added to the United States’ Commerce Department 
“entity list” (a blacklist). The ESET report details attacks on several websites 
linked to Iran, Syria, and Yemen. Notably, one of Candiru’s targets was Hezbollah’s 
television channel, Al-Manar.

Additionally, in 2020, Al-Akhbar newspaper website was attacked by a denial of 
service attack (DDoS). According to Arabi21, the website was visited by millions 
of malicious users soon after it published a document related to possible Israeli-
Saudi relations.

Iran affiliated groups

Furthermore, we have identified five incidents initiated by Iran affiliated groups 
that have previously targeted Lebanese entities.

Starting with MuddyWater, a threat actor that has targeted both Lebanese and 
Omani entities in various sectors, including governments, academia, crypto-    
currency, telecommunications, and the oil sectors.

Additionally, OilRig (aka APT34), has been very active in Lebanon between 2019 
and 2021. OilRig have targeted Lebanon-based entities in three different attacks 
during the mentioned time frame. Three cybersecurity firms Cisco Talos, Check 
Point, and Telsy, have documented OilRig’s activity in Lebanon, which at least once 
has targeted institutions related to the Lebanese government. 

In 2020, SMEX reported that an alleged Iranian hacker had defaced several 
Lebanese websites including governmental ones. All the defaced websites were 
hosted by the same internet server provider, TerraNet.

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2021/nov/03/nso-group-pegasus-spyware-us-blacklist
https://www.hrw.org/news/2022/01/26/human-rights-watch-among-pegasus-spyware-targets
https://www.hrw.org/news/2022/01/26/human-rights-watch-among-pegasus-spyware-targets
https://daraj.com/en/tag/pegasus-projects/
https://daraj.com/76375
https://daraj.com/76375
https://www.eset.com/int/about/newsroom/press-releases/research/eset-research-discovers-watering-hole-attacks-on-websites-in-the-middle-east-with-links-to-candiru-s/
https://www.eset.com/int/about/newsroom/press-releases/research/eset-research-discovers-watering-hole-attacks-on-websites-in-the-middle-east-with-links-to-candiru-s/
https://www.welivesecurity.com/2021/11/16/strategic-web-compromises-middle-east-pinch-candiru
https://arabi21.com/story/1323906/%D9%87%D8%AC%D9%88%D9%85-%D8%A5%D9%84%D9%83%D8%AA%D8%B1%D9%88%D9%86%D9%8A-%D9%88%D8%A7%D8%B3%D8%B9-%D9%8A%D8%B9%D8%B7%D9%84-%D8%B5%D8%AD%D9%8A%D9%81%D8%A9-%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%A3%D8%AE%D8%A8%D8%A7%D8%B1-%D8%A8%D8%B3%D8%A8%D8%A8
https://malpedia.caad.fkie.fraunhofer.de/actor/muddywater
https://www.clearskysec.com/muddywater-operations-in-lebanon-and-oman/
https://www.clearskysec.com/muddywater-operations-in-lebanon-and-oman/
https://malpedia.caad.fkie.fraunhofer.de/actor/oilrig
https://research.checkpoint.com/2021/irans-apt34-returns-with-an-updated-arsenal
https://www.telsy.com/apt34-aka-oilrig-attacks-lebanon-government-entities-with-maildropper-implant
https://twitter.com/smex/status/1303676020843839489
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Cybercriminals

Usually, state-sponsored threat actors and sophisticated attacks are often in the 
spotlight. However, sometimes, cybercriminals perform attacks and campaigns 
either for data collection or financial gain, and occasionally for both. In that sense, 
we have examined three incidents initiated by cybercriminals on Lebanese entities 
for the above-mentioned reasons.

In 2018, Al-Akhbar newspaper reported on “the biggest electronic hacking 
operation in the history of Lebanon.” The newspaper reported that several 
Lebanese ministerial and administrative websites were hacked by cybercriminals 
who stole confidential information.

Another incident was detected by Kaspersky’s Securelist in 2020: DeathStalker 
aka Evilnum. The operation targeted law firms and financial sector companies for 
espionage purposes. 

Furthermore, Palo Alto’s Unit42 reported in June 2021 that a new ransomware 
group was targeting private companies. The group utilized a ransomware named 
AvosLocker to attack entities, including Lebanese ones, and demanded a ransom 
ranging from $50,000 to $75,000. 

https://al-akhbar.com/Politics/253629
https://al-akhbar.com/Politics/253629
https://securelist.com/deathstalker-mercenary-triumvirate/98177
https://malpedia.caad.fkie.fraunhofer.de/actor/evilnum
https://malpedia.caad.fkie.fraunhofer.de/actor/evilnum
https://malpedia.caad.fkie.fraunhofer.de/actor/evilnum
https://unit42.paloaltonetworks.com/emerging-ransomware-groups
https://malpedia.caad.fkie.fraunhofer.de/details/win.avos_locker
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Attack vectors in Lebanon

The participating organizations were asked about the types of threats used by 
threat actors to target their organizations. As shown in the column chart above, 
most organizations were unable to identify the threat types (8). Other organizations 
have identified legal intimidation (2), censorship (2), denial of service attack (3), 
and phishing (2) as the main threats.

Furthermore, when analyzing the threat incidents reported in the previous section 
[Who are the active threat actors in Lebanon?], we can see that social engineering, 
mainly phishing, is the main method to start an attack against any type of 
organization. Phishing is considered a very low-cost and low-tech type of attack, 
yet remains very effective. On the other hand, in the case of Pegasus and Candiru, 
the threat type is advanced, sophisticated, and expensive.

Moreover, based on SMEX’s Digital Safety Helpdesk 2021 Report, around a 
quarter of the attacks (26%) were “account compromise.” Most likely, an account 
hijack is performed through phishing or social engineering, which could be simply 
mitigated by enabling two-factor authentication as discussed later in the report. 
   

https://smex.org/digital-safety-helpdesk-2021-facebook-tops-the-charts/
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Findings

The above chart displays how each organization scored against the digital security 
safeguards presented in the survey. The score ranged between 7/50 (the lowest) 
and 40/50 (the highest), while the median score was 25/50. We can definitely 
conclude that the organization which scored 7/50 is operating at a very high risk, 
while the organization with the highest score is relatively operating at a lower 
risk; yet as mentioned earlier, that does not mean the latter has eliminated all 
digital security threats and risks.
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The second chart shows the distribution of the organizations on the risk scale 
presented in the methodology. More than half of the organizations, 9 out of 15, fall 
within the moderate to low risk zone; while the remaining 6 out 15 fall within very 
high to high risk zones.

Question 1 
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The bar chart shows the percentage of participating organizations enforcing a 
data retention policy. Most organizations, 60%, do not have such policies in place; 
while the remaining 40% claimed that such policies exist within the organization.

A data retention policy is an organization’s established protocol for keeping 
records, documents, and files for a set period of time. 

A comprehensive data retention policy details the reasons an organization wants 
to retain specific records and where it will store or archive this data. A good policy 
should include how the data will be deleted at the end of its retention period.

A data retention policy should also specify backup storage procedures to help an 
organization recover if they experience data loss.

Question 2
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This pie chart shows how frequently the organizations update their systems, 
programs, and applications. More than half of the organizations, 60%, are either 
not aware how often their systems are updated (46.7%) or never (13.3%) updated 
their systems. On the other hand, less than one third (26.7%) of the organizations 
have updated within the last 30 days.

Normally, IT vendors release software and firmware updates (patches) on a 
regular basis to address defects and security vulnerabilities. Unpatched software 
increases the risks associated with security vulnerabilities. Typically, patches are 
released for operating systems, software programs, applications, and drivers.
Prompt patching is vital for digital security. When a new patch is released, 
attackers check the unpatched version and search for ways to exploit it, in some 
cases an exploit could be ready within hours of a patch. Security patches prevent 
hackers from exploiting vulnerabilities that could halt operations. 

It is recommended that organizations enable automatic updates for all software 
and hardware if such an option is available.

For example, Microsoft releases a new Windows Update every second Tuesday of 
each month, dubbed as Patch Tuesday.

https://www.techtarget.com/searchsecurity/definition/Patch-Tuesday
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Question 3

Examples of original licensed software or open-source software programs 
include, among others: Microsoft Windows, Microsoft Office, Adobe Photoshop, 
Adobe Illustrator, Corel Draw, antiviruses, or open-source software programs 
such as Open office or Scribus.

The pie chart above displays the distribution of answers regarding the use of 
original or open sources software programs versus pirated copies among the 
organizations. Less than half of the organizations (46.67%) say that either all 
(13.33%) or most (33.33%) of their programs are licensed. Only 13.33% consider 
using open-source programs. On the other hand, one third (26.67%), are not aware 
whether their software programs are licensed or not, yet it is very common for 
organizations in Lebanon to use pirated software programs, as 13.33% confirmed 
that some of their programs are cracked.
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Due to lack of resources, and the ailing economic situation in Lebanon, organizations 
may tend to use pirated software programs, as some of the original software is 
expensive. Furthermore, sometimes, the IT reseller might install pirated programs 
on the devices without the organization’s knowledge. However, using pirated 
solutions comes with risks:

Illegality: Using or distributing pirated software constitutes a violation of copyright 
laws. Depending on the organization’s registration jurisdiction, it may face financial 
penalties. 

Lack of updates: Illegitimate software quickly deteriorates in quality, but authorized 
copies continuously improve. The low quality and lack of updates for illegally 
obtained free software can directly hurt and hinder the organization.

Updates made to authorized software titles often include new features, but they 
also typically have security patches. Running old platforms — pirated or not opens 
the possibility of experiencing a cyberattack.

Malicious content: The software itself also poses security risks. In a recent 
instance, cybersecurity researchers uncovered evidence of illegitimate software 
key generators and cracked platforms containing ransomware that stole users’ 
passwords. Pirated software programs are a known channel to distribute malware.

https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/pirated-software-is-all-fun-and-games-until-your-data-s-stolen
https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/pirated-software-is-all-fun-and-games-until-your-data-s-stolen
https://www.economy.gov.lb/public/uploads/files/4600_3516_9524.pdf
https://www.economy.gov.lb/public/uploads/files/4600_3516_9524.pdf
https://corporate.findlaw.com/business-operations/software-computer-piracy-and-your-business.html
https://corporate.findlaw.com/business-operations/software-computer-piracy-and-your-business.html
https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/pirated-software-is-all-fun-and-games-until-your-data-s-stolen/
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Question 4

Antivirus programs are installed on the computer devices and the mobile phones 
that are used within the organization, are up-to-date and run each time the devices 
are turned on.

This pie chart reflects the use of antivirus programs on both computers and 
mobiles among organizations. More than half (53.3%) of the organizations either 
do not use an antivirus solution at all (20%) or do not know if they do (33.33%). 
One third of the organizations (33.3%) confirmed that they use an antivirus on 
computers only, while another 13.3% use the program on all devices (computers 
and mobiles).
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An antivirus is a program designed to detect and remove viruses and other kinds 
of malicious software from your computer or laptop.

Malicious software, known as malware, is code that can harm computers and 
laptops, and the data on them. Devices can become infected by inadvertently 
downloading malware that is in an attachment linked to a malicious email, hidden 
on a USB drive, or even by simply visiting an untrusted website.

Once delivered to a device, malware can steal data, encrypt it, or even erase it 
completely. For that, organizations should protect themselves against malware 
(e.g., viruses, worms, Trojan horses, ransomware, and spyware) by securely 
configuring and enabling antivirus and anti-malware software, as feasible, on all 
connected devices.
 
Organizations should configure these applications for automatic updates and 
scans, and consider replacing any products that lack either of these features.

Question 5
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This chart reflects the organizations’ awareness regarding the built-in firewall 
feature on their devices. More than half of the organizations (60%), either 
confirmed the use of the firewall on all its devices (13.33%), or some of them 
(46.67%). Meanwhile, the remaining were either not aware whether the firewall is 
enabled (33.33%) or not enabled at all (13.33%).

A firewall is a software or hardware that is designed to prevent unauthorized 
access to the organization’s computers and network.

The firewall monitors all network traffic and has the ability to identify and block 
unwanted traffic. While antivirus software helps to protect the file system against 
unwanted programs, a firewall helps to keep attackers or external threats from 
getting access to the system in the first place.

Organizations should enable the built-in firewall on all devices that are within          
organizational networks.

On Windows, the built-in firewall comes pre-configured and enabled by default. 
However, on Apple’s macOS, the built-in firewall is disabled by default.

Question 6

https://support.apple.com/en-ca/guide/mac-help/mh34041/mac
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This pie chart reflects the awareness of organizations regarding the importance 
of locking the devices with a password with an automatic lock enabled. All 
organizations are aware of this function, where more than half (60%) confirmed 
that all their devices have an auto-lock, while the remaining 40% assumed that 
some devices have passwords to lock the devices.

Screen locks are temporary actions taken to prevent unauthorized access to 
organizational devices. Screen locks should be enabled when users stop work 
and move away from the immediate vicinity of those devices, but do not want to 
log out because of the temporary nature of their absences. 

Unlocked and unattended devices pose a security risk to the organization. If 
someone were to access the organizational device in an unauthorized manner for 
a short period of time, they could:

• Send emails from the personnel account
• Tamper and delete files
• Access and download confidential data

Question 7
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The Wi-Fi networks’ password must include the following criteria:

• At least 14 characters;
• Non-alphabetical characters (numbers and symbols);
• Both lowercase and uppercase letters.

Keeping the default passwords comes with certain risks. This pie chart reflects 
the awareness of organizations regarding the risks associated with keeping the 
default pre-configured Wi-Fi password. Four out of five confirmed that they have 
changed the default password; 60% changed it to a complex and more secure one, 
which is considered a good security measure. While the remaining one-fifth said 
that they did not change the default Wi-Fi password.

Routers manufacturers and vendors pre-configure their devices with default 
administrative and Wi-Fi passwords, which often become public. Thus, these 
default passwords, along with insecure default settings, pose a significant risk to 
organizational networks. 

It is recommended that organizations change both administrative and Wi-Fi 
passwords on their router devices, as well as harden the default settings (enable 
any necessary security features). 

Question 8
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The criteria for a good password policy include:

• At least 14 characters
• Non-alphabetical characters (numbers and symbols)
• Both lowercase and uppercase letters)
• Being unique (not repeated over several accounts)
• Does not include personal information (i.e., date of birth)

This pie chart shows whether organizations have a password policy or not. More 
than half of the organizations (60%) confirmed that their password policy follows 
either a complex and strong criterion (46.67%), or a weaker criterion (13.33%) in 
password creation. Meanwhile, the remaining 40% said that their organization 
does not follow any password creation criteria or policies.

Unfortunately, most organizations do not recognize the importance of password 
hygiene, and that strong passwords are key to protect the organizational data. 
Thus, these organizations are prone to data compromise due to the lack of strict 
password policies.

When it comes to password policy, every personnel at the organization should 
follow the set of rules that will prevent the loss or compromise of sensitive data. 
For that, the password policy should be applied to all accounts governed by the 
organization. According to Microsoft, the organizational password policy should 
be clear regarding password length and reuse, password expiry, and emphasize 
the importance of using password managers.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/misc/password-policy-recommendations?view=o365-worldwide
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Question 9 

This pie chart reflects whether organizations recognize the importance of 
multifactor authentication (MFA) by enforcing it on all accounts. Actually, nearly 
three-quarters (73.33%) of the organizations recognize the importance of 
multifactor authentication, yet each one enabled it differently. Two out of five 
(40%) have enabled MFA on all accounts related to the organization (email and 
social media), while 13.33% have only enabled it for work-email. Another 20% 
recognized the importance of MFA, yet enabling remained optional. 
 
MFA, or two-step verification, are methods for users to prove their identity to 
access a system or an account.

https://www.onelogin.com/learn/what-is-mfa
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According to the cybersecurity vendor OneLogin, these methods combine the 
use of something the user knows (e.g., a password) with something that the user 
has (e.g., a physical token, an app-generated code, an automated phone call to 
a telephone number on file, or an SMS). Another factor could be something the 
“user is” (e.g., biometric).

Question 10

This pie chart reflects whether organizations understand the risks associated 
with transmitting sensitive conversations over insecure channels. One-fifth 
(20%) of the organizations recommend personnel to use secure communications 
tools at all times. While another 40% ensure that sensitive communications are 
transmitted via tools that utilize encryption protocols. 
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All in all, organizations should use secure communication tools to protect sensitive 
data from unauthorized users. Communication tools are considered secure when 
they utilize some level of encryption while transmitting data. In that sense, there 
are two encryption protocols to explore: End-to-end encryption and In-transit 
encryption. 

End-to-end encryption (E2EE) means that content (text, voice, video, data, etc.) 
is encrypted all the way from sender to recipient(s) without being intelligible to 
servers along the way. As described by Forbes Magazine, only the originator of the 
message and the intended recipients should be able to access the unencrypted 
content. Among the tools that use E2EE by default are Signal, WhatsApp, and Wire.

Even without E2EE, the use of strong encryption standards is recommended. Many 
communication tools protect data-in-transit between clients and servers via the 
Transport Layer Security (TLS) version 1.2 (or later) secure protocol. Tools that 
use In-transit encryption are Google Meet, Zoom, Jitsi Meet, Microsoft Teams, and 
Slack among others. 

Regular phone calls and SMS are not protected with any standard or advanced 
encryption and are considered insecure.

https://www.forbes.com/sites/zakdoffman/2020/05/02/ whatsapp-suddenly-gets-two-powerful-security-surprises-heres-why-this-matters/ 
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Moving Forward: 
Digital Security Implementation Checklist

Organizations can implement the following actions after consulting their IT team/
provider. These action points should significantly reduce digital threats. 

Disclaimer: Readers should not consider any advice and guidance contained within 
this report as comprehensive and/or all encompassing. All risks related to the digital 
security of information technology systems are the responsibility of system owners.

Policy actions
These actions should be carried out by staff responsible for determining the 
overall digital security policy.

• Establish data backup policy – decide for how long the data must be kept and 
how often it must be backed-up.

• Establish data retention policy – decide which data needs to be deleted and 
which needs to be kept.

• Categorize data based on sensitivity and usability.
• Map out the data stored on the organization’s systems.
• Map out all the used software programs within the organization.
• Establish and enforce a password policy.
• Advise personnel to use a password manager.
• Require multifactor authentication for important accounts such as financial 

accounts, email/system administrators, cloud administration, social media, 
and senior executives.

Technical actions
These actions should be carried out by technical staff responsible for the setup 
and configuration of devices, networks, and software.

• Identify and replace software that has reached “End of Life,” where the IT 
vendor stopped releasing updates (e.g., Windows 7).

• Enable automatic patching for all software and hardware.
• Ensure that all software programs are original and licensed.
• Replace expensive-licensed software programs with free and open-source 

alternatives.
• Enforce password changes on suspicion or evidence of compromise.
• Change all default passwords on all devices.
• Use secure Wi-Fi protocol, preferably WPA2.
• Separate personnel Wi-Fi network from guests’ network.
• Configure automatic screen locking on all organizational devices.
• Set the lock time-out to a minimum (up to two minutes maximum).
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• Ensure that a password is needed to re-access the device after screen lock.
• Activate   any  software   firewalls  included  on  the  devices  that  are   within 

organizational networks.
• Install and enable antivirus/anti-malware solutions on all devices that access 

the organization’s data.
• Configure the antivirus/anti-malware solutions to automatically update and 

scan.
• Protect sensitive communication by using end-to-end encryption tools.
• Protect all other communication by using standard data-in-transit tools.
• Enable multifactor authentication, wherever possible.

Training and awareness actions
These actions should be carried out by staff responsible for implementing staff 
training and awareness. Every member of the team (including board members, 
executives, staff, interns, volunteers) needs enough knowledge to understand 
how digital security impacts their area of focus.

• Recognize social engineering attacks.
• Authentication best practices.
• Data handling best practices.
• Recognize and report security incidents.
• Recognize missing security updates.
• Dangers of connecting to and transmitting data over insecure networks.

 

Appendix 
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Digital Safety Assessment – Survey

1. Does the organization have a data retention and deletion policy?

 a. Yes (5 points)
 b. No (0 point)

2. The operating system and software installed on the devices that are used 
within the organization have been updated:

 a. Never (0 point)
 b. In the last 6 months (1 point)
 c. Within last 30 days (4 points)
 d. Within last 15 days (5 points)
 e. More than 6 months ago (0 point)
 f.  We have the newest system installed on this computer (5 points)
 g. They are being updated at this moment (3 points)
 h. We don’t know that information (0 point)

3. The devices used within the organization have original licensed software
(for example Microsoft Windows, Microsoft Office, Adobe Photoshop, Adobe 
Illustrator, Corel Draw, Antivirus) or open-source software programs (Open 
office, Scribus).

 a. Every program is pirated (0 point)
 b. Some programs are pirated (1 point)
 c. Most programs are licensed originals (2 points)
 d. All programs are licensed and original (5 points)
 e. Most programs are open source (2 points)
 f.  All programs are open source (5 point)
 g. Not sure (0 point)
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4. Antivirus programs are installed on the computer devices and the mobile
phones that are used within the organization, are up-to-date and run each time 
the devices are turned on.

 a. Yes, computer and mobile phone (5 points)
 b. Only on the computers (3 points)
 c. Only on mobile phones (3 points)
 d. The organization doesn’t have antivirus programs (0 point)
 e. The organization doesn’t know if an antivirus program is installed on all   
 devices      ( 0  point)

5. Is the built-in firewall enabled on all devices?

 a. Yes—all devices (5 points)
  b. No—none of the devices (0 point)
 c. Yes—some devices (3 points)
 d. Not sure (0 point)

6. All devices and mobile phones use a password for screen lock.

 a. Yes (5 points)
 b. No (0 point)
 c. Only mobile devices have passwords (2 points)
 d. Only computers have passwords (2 points)
 e. Some devices have passwords (2 points)

7. The Wi-Fi networks used (home/office) do not use the default password 
used by the service provider, and follow the following criteria: 1. Includes at 
least 14 characters, 2. Includes non-alphabetical characters (numbers and 
symbols), and 3. Includes both lowercase and uppercase letters).

 a. Yes – password changed and meets at least two of the criteria for good 
           passwords (5 points)
 b. No – service provider password was maintained (0 point)
 c. Partially – only one of the criteria for passwords mentioned above has  
        been  applied  (3 points)
 d. Partially – the password was changed but none of the criteria for
     passwords were applied (1 point)
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8. The organization adopts a good password policy that includes the 
following criteria: 1. Includes at least 14 characters, 2. Includes non-alphabetical 
characters (numbers and symbols), 3. Includes both lowercase and uppercase 
letters), 4. Unique (not repeated over several accounts), 5. Does not include 
personal information (i.e., date of birth).

 a. Yes, the policy meets at least two of the criteria for good passwords (5
     points)
 b. No, we don’t have a policy (0 point)
 c. Some criteria are recommended  (3 points)

9. The organization enforces two-factor authentication on all work related 
accounts (work email, social media)

 a. Yes—all accounts (5 points)
 b. No—not enforced (0 point)
 c. Yes—only work emails (4 points)
 d. Yes—but it is optional (1 point)
 e. Yes—Social media only (1 point)
 f.  Not sure (0 point)

10. The organization recommends personnel to use secure chats and secure 
online voice communications tools (VOIP) for communications.

 a. Yes (5 points)
 b. No (0 point)
 c. Sometimes (2 points)
 d. We don’t know what this is (0 point)
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You are free to share, copy, distribute and transmit this work under the conditions 
that you attribute the work to the author and the Samir Kassir Foundation, but 
without suggesting in any way that the author and Samir Kassir Foundation 
endorse you or your use of the work. You may not use this work for commercial 
purposes.
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